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On the Local Finite Density Relativistic Quantum Field Theories
S. Ying
Physics Department, Fudan University, Shanghai 200433, People’s Republic of China
It is found that, in addition to the conventional ones, a local approach to the relativistic quantum
field theories at both zero and finite density consistent with the violation of Bell like inequalities
should contain, and provide solutions to at least three additional problems, namely, 1) the statistical
gauge invariance 2) the dark components of the local observables and 3) the fermion statistical
blocking effects, base upon an asymptotic non-thermo ensemble. An application to models are
presented to show the importance of the discussions.
PACS Number: 11.90.+t,11.15.Tk,12.40.-y,12.90.+b,03.65.Bz
Besides its relevance to domestic processes like in heavy ion collisions, in nuclear matter, a consistent theory for
relativistic finite density systems is neither less interesting fundamentally due to its relevance to profound cosmological
questions like the mechanism for baryogenesis, the nature of dark matter, etc., nor can it be expected to be trivially
derivable from the theoretical framework at zero density. Although such kind of theory, which adopt the basic
framework of the field theoretical representation of non-relativistic many body systems exists and is widely used in
literature, one essential ingredient of the relativistic spacetime, namely the principle of locality, has not been properly
addressed. This is because in the grand canonical ensemble (GCE) base on which such a theory is built, the chemical
potential is a global quantity in spacetime. As it is well know in the studies of few and many body relativistic systems
that it is not enough to simplly adopt the relativistic kinematics for each particles in the system when the interaction
is present. The less well understood relative time between particles inside the system exists due to the lack of a frame
independent definition of simultaneity in the relativistic spacetime which constitutes another foundamental difference
between non-relativistic systems based upon Newtonian spacetime and the relativistic ones.
A measurement of the ground state fermion number density in GCE given by
n = lim
T→0,Ω→∞
T
Ω
∂ lnZ
∂µ
(1)
corresponds to a global measurement. Here Z is the partition function, T is the temperature, µ is the chemical
potential and Ω is the volume of the system. Global measurements are not directly definable since simultaneity of
two evens separated from each other by a space-like distance depends on reference frame in relativity. In addition,
the property of asymptotic freedom in strong interaction makes the local measurements relevant to the study of the
properties of fundamental current quarks at short distances where they are point like and almost free particles.
Local measurements in quantum field theory are realized by exerting an external local field to the system at the
spacetime point interested, and, the measured quantity are deduced from the response of the system to the external
field. For finite density systems, a Lorentz 4-vector local field µα(x), called the primary statistical gauge field,
is introduced. The ground state expectation value of fermion number density can be expressed as the functional
derivative
ρ(x) =
δ lnZ
δµ0(x)
(2)
with Z a functional of µα. It corresponds to a local measurement in the ground state at the spacetime point x.
That ρ ≡ n is not mathematically warranted. Because ρ contains not only the contributions from the quasipar-
ticles but also the ones from localized transient fluctuations of the fields [1] while n contains only the quasiparticle
contributions. The difference ρD = ρ− n is called the dark component of the local observable.
ρ follows from the asymptotic grand canonical ensemble (AGCE), which is defined as the GCE of the correspond-
ing free system in the remote past (or future) when the interaction effects are adiabatically switched off, with the
Lagrangian density that underlies Z given by
L′ =
1
2
Ψ(i/∂ + /µO3 −m)Ψ + LB + Lint (3)
and m the fermion mass, LB the Lagrangian density of boson fields of the system and Lint the interaction between
the boson and fermion fields. An 8 component “real” fermion field Ψ is used for the discussion [2] with O3 the third
Pauli matrices acting on the upper and lower 4-component of Ψ. In most of the cases, Lint = −Ψ(Σ(f)−m)Ψ with
1
Σ a function(al) of the boson fields represented by f so that the fermion degrees of freedom can be integrated out
leading to an effective Euclidean action for the boson fields
Seff[f, µ] =
1
2
SpLn
[i/∂ + /µO3 − Σ(f)]
[i/∂ + /µO3 −m]
+
∫
d4x [LB(f) + µρ− e] (4)
with “Sp” the functional trace, e the average energy density of the corresponding free system of fermions (Σ = 0)
and ρ is the local average of fermion number density to be discussed in the following at the “chemical potential”
µ ≡
√
µαµα, where µ
α is the ground state value of µα normally provided by the external conditions. The partition
functional Z =
∫
D[f ]exp(Seff) is then a functional of µ
α and lnZ its effective action.
The first term in Eq. 4 is invariant under the following U(1) statistical gauge transformation µα(x) → µα(x) −
∂αΛ(x), which corresponds to the conservation of the fermion number. Since µα is a local field, its excitation represents
certain collective excitations of the system. Such a view introduces infinite many extra degrees of freedom since there
is no such a field in the original theory. Superselection-sector in the representing Hilbert space (SIRHS) containing
physical states correspond to the primary statistical gauge field exists and can be selected using a “Gauss Law”
constraint. For the statistical gauge invariant system, it can be imposed differently on the physical eigenstates of
the Hamiltonian without causing contradictions. States in a SIRHS identified by a coordinate dependent complex
function ς satisfy
〈ψiς |(ρ̂+∇ · π̂u)|ψ
j
ς 〉 = δEiEjNijς (5)
with π̂u the “statistical electric field”, |ψ
k
ς 〉 a physical state that has energy Ek, δEE′ taking zero or unity value
if E 6= E′ or E′ = E (assuming that E is discrete before thermodynamic limit is taken) and Nij independent of
spacetime. ρ̂ + ∇ · π̂u is the generator of local statistical gauge transformations, so the physical states in a SIRHS
change a common (coordinate dependent) phase under a specific gauge transformation rather than remains invariant,
which has hitherto been used. Clearly, the later condition is a special case for the former.
Due to the conservation of the fermion number, the SIRHS of the system with fixed fermion number selected [3] by
the AGCE is invariant during the time evolution. In the AGCE, the dependence of ρ upon the spacetime independent
µ remains the same whether there is interaction in the system or not. It is given by ρ = Ngµ
3/3π2 for a massless
system, with Ng the total internal degrees of freedom besides the spin of the fermion. n does not has a simple
dependence on µ, especially when there is certain kind of phase transition that modifies the excitation spectra of the
system.
In some sense, the AGCE is a GCE for the initial state of the system under the time evolution, it is a canonical
ensemble for the interaction effects since the invariant SIRHS (under the time evolution) is fixed in the remote past
(or future). The usefulness of the AGCE in numerical simulations has already manifested in Monte-Carlo studies of
the finite density problems [4] based upon GCE for a finite lattice. It is shown using the chiral Gross-Neveu model
that for a given chemical potential, the fermion number density of the system has two stable values, which are reached
by generating the Monte-Carlo ensemble at either finite or zero density. The first stable one correspond to the one
given by the AGCE ρ − µ relation and the second one correspond to the GCE prediction for a massive system of
quasi-particles. The exact results for the global treatment of the problem crossover from the later ρ− µ curve to the
former one near the chiral symmetry restoration µ = µc. This behavior can be interpreted as that before the chiral
symmetry restoration, the first ρ−µ curve for the AGCE is a local minimum of the (Euclidean) action of the various
configurations in the Monte-Carlo ensemble with the GCE curve for the massive system of quasiparticles the absolute
one. Near the chiral symmetry restoration point, their role exchanges. The existence of a stable local minimum for
the AGCE ρ− µ curve constitutes a strong numerical evidence that the AGCE is useful in numerical simulations of
the localized theories. In fact, it is expected that some of the puzzles encountered in the lattice gauge theory studies
at finite density, like the early on set of the baryon number before the chiral symmetry restoration, can be understood
in the light of the AGCE since the finite size effects of the lattice gauge theory study based upon GCE corresponds
to, to some degree, a low resolution local measurement of an infinite system [1,2].
This interpretation can be substantiated by using a cluster decomposition approximation of the partition functional
Z[µ] [1] which is expected to provide a non-perturbative picture for the µ dependence of the fermion number density
at sufficiently low spacetime resolutions. In the crudest approximation, the ground state fermion number density can
be written as [1]
ρ∆Ω(σ, µ) =
√
α
π
∫ µ−σ
−µ−σ
dσ′e−ασ
′2
ρ∞(σ + σ
′, µ), (6)
2
where σ¯ is the ground state expectation value of σ, ρ∞(σ, µ) = g(µ
2− σ2)3/2/3π2 is the ground state fermion number
density in the GCE with fermion mass σ. Here ∆Ω is the spacetime volume that can be resolved in the observation.
α is proportional to ∆Ω for large enough ∆Ω and approaches a constant value for small ∆Ω which scales with the
inverse mass gap of the σ′ excitation of the system. Clearly, ρ∆Ω(σ, µ)→ ρ∞(σ, µ) = n as ∆Ω→∞. This qualitative
picture shows that the result of a local measurement of the fermion number density approaches that of the global one
as the resolution gets lowered; in the limit of the zero resolution, the result approaches that of the global measurement
as expected.
The existence of the dark component of local fermion number density has interesting implications. Take the
vacuum state of a massless strongly interacting system in which the chiral symmetry is spontaneously broken down
for example. The originally gapless vacuum state acquires an excitation gap. If only the massive quasi-particles are
taken into account, the baryon number density are expected to be non-vanishing only when µ is larger than the mass
of the quasi-particles. The local fermion number density is however finite as long as µ is not zero. A natural question
arises as to what this dark component of fermion number corresponding to? It is reasonable to conjecture that this
dark component of fermion number corresponds to those fermion states that are localized and non-propagating [5]
similar to the Anderson localization in a condensed matter system. The random potential here is self-generated
within the system by the transient and localized random quantum fluctuations of the σ and other boson fields. Such
a conjecture is amenable to future studies.
At the fundamental level, the dark component of local observables is of pure quantum in origin related to the space-
like correlations between local measurements in the relativistic quantum world that are shown to exist in experimental
observations [6–8], which are what reality manifests itself [9]. This is because the size of the correlated cluster used
in studying the vacuum state (in the Euclidean spacetime) tends to zero in the classical limit (h¯ → 0) as a result of
the classical relativistic causality, which suppresses the dark component for any finite resolution observation [1].
The Euclidean effective action for the boson field given by Eq. 4 can be evaluated in the usual way [2]. Since the
effective action given by Eq. 4 is a canonical functional of µα, we can make a Legendre transformation of it, namely
S˜eff = Seff−
∫
d4xµαj
α
with j
α
the ground state current of fermion number density, to make it a canonical functional
of the fermion density in order to study the the stability of the vacuum state against fluctuations in fermion number.
The vacuum state is defined as the ground state with lowest possible energy density amongst all other ground states
which due to external influences are in states with higher energy densities.
The effective potential can be defined using S˜eff for spacetime independent background f fields: Veff = −S˜eff/V4
with V4 the volume of the spacetime box that contains the system. The stability of the vacuum state against the
fluctuations in fermion number density around ρ = 0 can be studied using Veff, which is a canonical function of ρ.
Minimization of Veff with respect to µ gives the vacuum value ρvac of the system since the vacuum ρ is a known
function of the vacuum µ in AGCE.
The local finite density theory based upon the AGCE developed after considering the above ingredients is examined
by applying it to the chiral symmetry breaking phase of the half bosonized Nambu Jona-Lasinio model for the 3+1
dimension and the chiral Gross-Neveu model for 2+1 dimensions with its effective potential given by
Veff = −Ng
∫
dDp
(2π)D
[
ln
(
1 +
σ2
p2+
)
+ ln
(
1 +
σ2
p2−
)]
+
1
4G0
σ2 + e, (7)
where “D” is the spacetime dimension, G0 is the coupling constant and p
2
± = (p0 ± iµ)
2 + p2. It can be shown that
∂2Veff/∂µ
2|µ=0 < 0 as long as σ 6= 0 and D ≥ 2, which implies that the σ 6= 0 state with ρ = 0 is not stable against
fermion number fluctuations. Such a conclusion is both theoretically and physically unacceptable.
It appears that the AGCE is not sufficient for the local finite density theory, a more general ensemble, called the
asymptotic non-thermo ensemble (ANTE) is introduced to cure this pathology. The ANTE in the remote past of the
system is not necessarily a strict thermal one. This is because the σ 6= 0 phase, which is called the α-phase of the
massless quark system, is known to be condensed with macroscopic number of bare fermion-antifermion pairs. These
pairs occupy the low energy states of the system; they block other fermions from further filling of these states. This
kind of statistical blocking effect is not encoded into Eq. 7, which starts the time evolution of the system from a set
of initial states having zero number of fermion-antifermion pairs that do not overlap with the states having a finite
density of such pairs in the thermodynamic limit. Its effects can however be included in the boundary condition for
the system like what has been done for the finite density cases. Therefore, it is proposed that the initial ensemble
of quantum states in the ANTE for the system at zero temperature and density are those ones with negative energy
states filled up to E = −ǫ rather than E = 0 and with positive energy states filled up to E = ǫ rather than empty. It is
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expected that such a state can has sufficient overlap with the true vacuum state of the system for properly determined
ǫ. In the ANTE [2], the effective potential corresponding to Eq. 7 is expressed as
Veff = −Ng
∫
C
dDp
(2π)D
[
ln
(
1 +
σ2
p2+
)
+ ln
(
1 +
σ2
p2−
)]
+
1
4G0
σ2 + e(+) + e(−) − e, (8)
where e(±) = 2Ng
∫ µ± dD−1p
(2pi)D−1 p. Here the upper boundary of the radial p integration in the D-1 dimensional momen-
tum space is denoted as µ± ≡ µ ± ǫ. The contour C for the (complex) p0 integration is shown in Fig. 1 in which
both the original Minkowski contour and the Euclidean contour are drawn. The effective potential for the σ 6= 0 case
in ANTE given by the above equation has two sets of minima, the first set contains µ = ±µvac and ǫ = 0 points,
the second one includes µ = 0 and ǫ = ±ǫvac ones with finite µvac and ǫvac. The second solutions correspond to the
absolute minima, namely, the vacuum state. Although it is found that ǫvac < σvac in all cases that were studied, the
effects of a finite vacuum ǫ can still have dynamical consequences, which is discussed in the following and elsewhere
[2,1,10] due to the existence of the dark component for local observables.
The vacuum and ground states of the strong interaction could have different phases from the α-phase [11–15]. They
are characterized by a condensation of diquarks. Such a possibility is interesting because it may be realized in the
early universe, in astronomical objects and events, in heavy ion collisions, inside nucleons [14,16] and nuclei, etc..
For the possible scalar diquark condensation in the vacuum, a half bosonized model Lagrangian is introduced [17,2],
which reads
LI =
1
2
Ψ
[
i/∂ − σ − i~π · ~τγ5O3 − γ
5Acχ
cO(+) − γ
5AcχcO(−)
]
Ψ−
1
4G0
(σ2 + ~π2) +
1
2G3′
χcχ
c, (9)
where σ, ~π, χc and χ
c are auxiliary fields with (χc)† = −χc and G0, G3′ are coupling constants of the model. Ac and
Ac (c = 1, 2, 3) act on the color space of the quark; they are Acc1c2 = −ǫ
cc1c2 Ac,c1c2 = ǫ
cc1c2 with ǫabc (a, b = 1, 2, 3)
the total antisymmetric Levi–Civita´ tensor. Here O(±) are raising and lowering operators respectively in the upper
and lowering 4 components of Ψ.
This model has two non-trivial phases. The vacuum expectation of σ is non-vanishing with vanishing χ2 ≡ −χcχ
c
in the α-phase. The vacuum state in the α-phase is condensed with quark-antiquark pairs. The vacuum expectation
of σ is zero with finite χ2 that spontaneously breaks the U(1) statistical gauge symmetry in the second phase, which
is called the ω-phase. There is a condensation of correlated scalar diquarks and antidiquarks in the color 3 and 3
states in the ω-phase of the vacuum state.
Since diquarks and antidiquarks are condensed in the ω-phase, it is expected that an exchange of the role of ǫ and
µ occurs. It is found to be indeed true: there are also two sets of minima for the effective potential, the first set is
the one with finite µ = ±µvac and ǫ = 0 and the second set corresponds to µ = 0 and finite ǫ = ±ǫvac in the ω-phase
of the model. But here the absolute minima of the system in the ω-phase correspond to the first set of solutions,
in which the CP/T invariance and baryon number conservation are spontaneously violated due to the presence of a
finite vacuum µαvac. This conclusion is also applicable to the β-phase of models [11,12] with vector fermion pair and
antifermion pair condensation, in which the chiral symmetry SU(2)L × SU(2)R is also spontaneously broken down.
The dynamics of the primary statistical gauge field are generated by S
(µ)
eff [µ] = lnZ. Due to the statistical gauge
invariance, the leading order in the derivative expansion of S
(µ)
eff [µ] in terms of µ
α can be expressed as the following:
in the normal phase, the effective action for slow varying µ′α = µα − µα is
S
(µ)
eff =
∫
d4x
[
−
Z(µ)
4
fµνf
µν +
Ng
π2
ǫ2µ′ · µ′
]
+ . . . (10)
with fαβ = ∂αµ′
β
−∂βµ′
α
and ǫ the ground state value of ǫ; in the phase where local statistical U(1) gauge symmetry
is spontaneously broken down and before considering electromagnetic interaction,
S
(µ)
eff =
1
2
∫
d4x
[
ij
α
j
β
+ gαβΠ(µ)
]
µ′αµ
′
β + . . . . (11)
In both of the situations with slow varying µ′α, Z
(µ) and Π(µ), which can be extracted from the time-ordered current–
current correlator < Tjα(x)jβ(x′) >, are approximately constants.
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The excitation corresponds to µα is massive for the vacuum state in the α-phase due to the statistical blocking
effects. There is no long range force associated with µα in the α-phase. It can be shown [2] that after including the
electromagnetic interaction, the spatial component of µα excitation is massless for the vacuum state in the β- and ω-
phases in the rest frame of matter.
In summary, it is found that general local relativistic quantum field theory (in the sense of including both the zero
and the finite density situations) contains dark components for local observables, statistical gauge invariance and
ferminic blocking effects. The proper boundary condition for a consistent theory is that of an optimal ANTE. This
view seems to be receiving support from lattice gauge theory studies [18,19]. The rich implications of the finding
presented here remain to be explored.
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FIG. 1. The p0 integration contour C for the effective potential. The thick lines extending to positive and negative infinity
represent the branch cuts of the logarithmic function. Curve “I” is the original p0 integration contour for the theory in the
Minkowski spacetime. Curve “II” corresponds to the p0 integration contour for the theory in the Euclidean spacetime.
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